Objet : Testimonial POST Luxembourg Nettex

POST Luxembourg decided to implement an internet measurement tool that allows its customers to measure their current internet connection quality in Luxembourg. For this purpose, POST Luxembourg assigned alladin-IT GmbH in 2017. The project was accomplished in February, 2018.

The developer team included Andreas Gaber as project manager, Johannes Lusak, Lukasz Budryk, and Benjamin Pucher.

The "POST Nettex" is a customized implementation including a website and mobile applications for Android and iOS to measure mobile and fixed line broadband performance and service quality. The Nettex results will help POST Luxembourg to better drive the customer experience.

"POST Luxembourg "Nettest project" came along with the introduction of the "Net Neutrality Regulation", where POST selected alladin-IT due to their expertise in that domain. alladin-IT contributed to the success of the project with their technical and professional expertise.

At the beginning of the project alladin-IT set-up a project plan together with POST, to make sure that time and budget could be met. Through the project, alladin-IT made sure that all the issues were addressed in time, making the project a success not only on time but also on budget.

POST is very satisfied of the work accomplished by alladin-IT, the project team was very professional, technical skilled and with a great follow-up on every project step."

Jeronimo Azevedo
Manager Fixed Access Networks